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Offhand Shots
from the Editor
By Lenée Landis, Hot Brass Editor
I was over the moon on a recent Texas trip that included the first regional GCA
meeting followed by the She Never Quit event. Gene Kelly, the boss, has been
talking about getting together with members out on the road for a while.
Circumstances arose that made it efficient to try it out, see if there is any interest.
Well, there was, even after a late date change. Below is the photo we grabbed at the
last minute after a day of talking, eating, learning, and making new friends and
connections. We are missing a few people as some were on their way driving home.
Only 5 people drove less than 100 miles to get there, 11 drove between 100 and 300
miles, and the rest ranged from over 300 miles up to 550 miles! We are grateful to
have spent time with you. It is always a pleasure to put a name with a face.
Many had project
guns, I urge them
and all of you, to
send some photos
and an article of
what you’re doing!
John Cole,
Dave Strom, and
Donald Barrow
attended and have
all contributed unique stories this month. John recounts marrying a woman who
thought he should get rid of all his guns, and the snake which reared its head to give
her second thoughts. Believe me, I must have asked him three times, “John, are you
sure your wife knows you’re telling this? Are you sure I can put it in the magazine?”
He assured me it’s fine, so whatever happens to him, it’s on him!
Dave Strom, who has been busy as a Real Bearded Santa, details what Santa is
doing the rest of the year. I don’t know how he sees you when you’re sleeping
because he looked like he was otherwise involved.
Donald Barrow is one of those people who makes you expand your thinking . . .
I might be thinking I’m too tired to do that (not usually, but it could happen) and I
read his story and think wow, I am shameless, I better step up my game. He has
faced some drawbacks but he powered on. It is outstanding to see his plan come
together.
We missed Tony Wilson—where were you Tony? We were in Texas, your backyard!
– but he tells us about his possum problem and even gives us a recipe . . .I am not
sure if it is on the up and up . . . I think it is. Jed Nadler writes about his successful
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foray into opening a gunsmithing business.

Christa and Walter Prim

Christa and Walter Prim, an AGI pro
gunsmithing student, came to the GCA
meeting. Christa introduced herself
saying “I am married to Walter Prim. I
am here to support him. I am also here
so I can gain a greater love of guns like
he has so we can do this together.”
Walter Prim said “I just wanted to get into this to get a little closer to Cerakoting
and that is originally what I wanted to do. And as I’ve grown and gotten into this, it
has become intriguing so we’ll just have to find that balance, network, meet some
people, and learn some things.”
Erick Stredney was the youngest gunsmithing
student there. He has been working on firearms
about 3 years. “I see I am one of the younger
ones interested in this. I’m here to learn as much
as I can, like working on older shotguns. Antiques seem to be built better, machined better,
quality guns are what interest me. It’s nice to get
an idea of who is around the area, and what they
are doing. I have run into gunsmiths who don’t
want to give up any info, so this is nice.”
Everyone came from a different background, yet
Erick Stredney
had interests in common. Paul Smeltzer came with his
wife Karen and did a presentation on guns that have been in a fire, related his
experience with Hurricane Katrina guns, and passed on some valuable lessons
through funny stories. We’ll run an article about him next issue. Gordon Bond gave
a presentation about his unique firearms and you can check out that article on page
14. The regional meeting is a great idea, and I can’t wait to see where Gene will
decide to hold the next one!
I left San Antonio for the She Never Quit event and rode with Cindy Noyes from
Glock who is also on the board with me at the Women’s Outdoor Media Association. It’s a couple hour ride out to the Luttrell’s Lazy J Ranch near Marquez, TX.
Marcus Luttrell dropped in one day and brought along the new Team Never Quit
AR. See the rifle on the back cover? Garrett Golden, founder of G2 Precision, and
Marcus met in BUD/S and were SEAL teammates. They got together to make this
TNQ rifle, based on the MK12 Marcus used during Operation Red Wings. It is
manufactured in Texas and just came out in November. Word is about 500 will be
built. It is not only tactical but lightweight, ergonomic, accurate, and reliable.
Deb Ferns, founder of the WOMA, said after shooting it, “I was so honored to take
it on its maiden voyage; thought it was a great rifle - super steady and built really
solid. If you ever read Marcus's book Lone Survivor, he couldn't get over how many
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times in his career his rifle always came
thru and they built this rifle on the same
tough/dependable scale.”
He is so down to earth, as is Melanie. It
was an honor for the WOMA to be there
for the second time, expanding the
appreciation and knowledge of the 2nd
Amendment and firearms with other
women, making new connections, and
enjoying the great outdoors while also
raising money for families whose SEAL
made the ultimate sacrifice. Our donation
is three times as much as last year and will
be presented to Melanie at SHOT Show.
We believe 2017 will be bigger and better still!

Lenée with Marcus and Melanie Luttrell

One late afternoon we checked the ranch out by hayride. I was fortunate to sit in
the side back on the last bale by Melanie who sat on the bale across the rear. Her
knowledge of the terrain and animals on the ranch, along with ranch stories was one
of the highlights. She is a funny lady. It was all good till we traversed a huge dip
with Melanie sliding back and all I could hear was my husband in my head saying
“You let Melanie Luttrell fall out of
the back of the WHAT?” I grabbed
her.
We saw many animals, but it was a
magical moment when the Grey Ghost
slid from the trees, and just as quickly
disappeared . . . I felt lucky to get this
photo of him, a magnificent animal.
The women had a blast at the range. I
got a crash course from Lena Miculek
The majestic Grey Ghost
on the Sig P238. Several of the ladies carry
this and collect the different versions. One of the best moments was getting a few
tips from Kim Rhode who is also left eye dominant, but shoots with a piece of tape
over the left side of her glasses. Since I don’t shoot a shotgun as much as I’d like, I
shot left handed using her tips and nailed the clay. How many chances in life do you
get for a moment like this?
The whole trip was action packed, entertaining, and relaxing if you can imagine all
three at once. This is going to be a good year, I can feel it. All we have to do is
reach out to help, take every opportunity to learn about things that mean something, and enjoy doing it. May you have many trips to the range and try something
new. And feel free to email me that photo, that story of what you’re doing! We can’t
do it without you . . . and we wouldn’t want to.
I’d like to hear your story, Lenée
Email me at: Lenee@gunclubofamerica.com
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A Note from the President . . .

The Joy & Satisfaction of
Teaching a New Shooter
Recently I was fulfilling my club obligation, working as
a Range Safety Officer (RSO) at a local range of
which I am a member. That particular day the 4-H
Gene Kelly, President
kids were shooting at the rifle range. They were shooting single shot .22 LRs at bullseye targets at 25 yards. The ages ranged from
pre-teen to probably about 17 years old. Most of them had shot before as part
of this group, but there was at least one brand new shooter. His name was
Pete and he was about 14.
The Instructor/Leader was doing a great job, but he had to supervise all the
kids, about 10 in total, by himself. So I stepped in to help. He had the kids
shooting from benches, 4 at a time so he could keep an eye on them.
The first four kids to shoot were three girls and one boy. The boy was Pete.
They fired 10 rounds and then the range was declared “Cold” and we went
down to take a look at the results. All the girls were on the paper with
reasonable size groups, but Pete’s paper was totally clean. Not a single hit
and we couldn’t tell where his shots had been hitting.
Think about it. This poor guy’s paper was clean, all misses. And the girls
didn’t miss a shot. I could see his ego getting crushed and his desire to
continue with the shooting sports going right out the window.
Luckily the instructor welcomed my help and I got to work with Pete one on
one. He was shooting left handed as that is how he writes, but I quickly
determined that he was right eye dominant. After that, the same group of
kids got to shoot again. I got him set up to shoot right-handed and coached
him in the basics of; sight picture, how to get a good cheek weld and how to
position the elbows for solid support, proper breathing and trigger control.
He then fired ten more rounds. Not only were all ten rounds on the paper,
he had the best group by far of all of them!
As he continued to shoot later that day, he managed to be consistent in his
accuracy. His Mom was there and was thrilled to see how well he did. She
mentioned showing off the target to his Dad. I am sure he will do so with
pride!
Do you remember being 14 and a bit geeky? I do. (I still kind of am!) A
defeat and embarrassment that day might have made this the end of his
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shooting career. Now, I think he is on the path to be interested in shooting
and confident in his ability to participate.
When I teach ANYONE how to shoot, this is more or less my process;
First, I thoroughly go over safety rules and considerations, along with why.
Because I usually start a new shooter with the very small and seemingly
insignificant .22LR, I will find a 2 x 4 or a 4 x 4 and ask them if they think
their head is harder than this board. When I shoot the board at close range,
they are impressed with the power of the .22 as the bullet goes cleanly
through it. From the beginning, I want them to respect ALL firearms.
Then I check for eye dominance. One way to do this is hold your dominant
hand index finger up and with both eyes open, put your finger in line with a
target a medium distance away. Close one eye at a time with the other one
open to determine which eye is dominant. So, if you are right handed, look
with both eyes open at your finger pointing vertical and “covering” the
target. Close your left eye, if your finger is still on target, you are right eye
dominant. If the target jumps you are left eye dominant. Close the right eye,
with the left eye open. If the finger is on target, you are left eye dominant. If
instead it is the opposite and your finger jumps, you are right eye dominant.

Sarah Quick under the watchful
eye of Hot Brass Editor Lenée
Landis at a special gathering Gene
held to share his love of shooting
with friends. Sarah was a fairly
new shooter at the time and was
introduced to many firearms that
day. She learned a lot and
thoroughly enjoyed her day at the
range.

It is possible to be
“cross eye dominant”
meaning, right-handed, but left eye dominant or the other way around.
This is a more difficult situation to train through, but it is possible. With
handguns, eye dominance is not as much an issue as the handgun naturally
moves left or right to line up with the dominant eye. With rifles, only the
eye on the cheek above the stock can properly align the iron sights or see
through the optical sights. It is a major issue with shotguns as the shooter’s
eye is the rear sight. If the dominant eye is not the one over the comb,
hitting is difficult. You can overcome this by shooting with your dominant
hand and putting either tape or Chapstick on the lens of your dominant eye
to blur it, or you can learn with the same hand as your dominant eye.
After I determine their dominant hand and dominant eye, I draw what a
good sight picture should look like. This provides them with a vivid image in
their mind so they understand exactly what they are looking for when they
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aim. When you are teaching, assume nothing. Go over everything step by
step, repeating it as often as needed, and ask questions to determine their
level of understanding. Then, monitor their actions and the results. Correct
as necessary.
As I said, I like to start off new shooters firing .22 LR ammunition in a single
shot, lightweight, short, youth size rifle. It has virtually no recoil, isn’t loud,
and because it is a single shot I can carefully monitor the loaded or unloaded
condition of the rifle. I start them shooting at very close range, ten yards,
seated from a bench, using a high visibility target. I want them to achieve
early success, thus instilling confidence. If there is a problem, at that range I
can usually solve it and get them on paper. I go over the shooting positions,
breathing and trigger control as well as safety, again and again and again.
Constantly reinforce safety. Train them that number one, the muzzle must
ALWAYS be pointed in a safe direction and demonstrate. Second, teach
them they are responsible for maintaining trigger safety by keeping their
finger off the trigger and out of the trigger guard until they are in position
and ready to fire. And third, that their brain is their safety -- use it!! THINK
where that bullet will go! You MUST know your backstop. I continually
remind them we are ALL responsible to make sure everyone else acts safely.
BTW, I have taught shooting in various parts of the world to a wide range
of people, including professional security personnel, military, and law
enforcement. The ones I have the biggest safety problems with are older guys
who have shot a lot, the ones who are macho, know it all, and think the
rules don’t apply to them.
Teaching kids and women how to shoot well is relatively easy. They listen
and learn. Guys can have huge ego problems and it often more difficult to
train them. It also makes them dangerous. So check yourself and check your
buddies. Don’t assume anything. We can all make mistakes with deadly
consequences.
One time I was asked by a friend to take her and her girlfriends shooting as
her 40th birthday party. I started off using the exact methods as outlined
above and then we transitioned to other firearms. By the end of the day the
girls were all shooting .45 Auto 1911s and AR-15s with total confidence.
They had a blast!!!
One last point, I have seen YouTube videos of guys taking an unsuspecting
new shooter and having them shoot something with huge recoil, such as a
12 gauge with slugs. When the new shooter reacts in pain, the “hosts” think
it is funny. There is nothing funny about it. This new potential shooter may
now fear guns. That’s sick. Follow my method and help teach the next
“Pete” to enjoy our wonderful sport.
Good Shooting, Gene Kelly, President Gun Club of America
and the American Gunsmithing Institute
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Have fun with guns and make
extra money! Study from home and
become a Certified Gunsmith quickly!

FREE SPECIAL REPORT:
How-to Get Started in
Professional Gunsmithing

Your FREE complete information package will come with everything
you need to know about how to get started Gunsmithing

INCLUDING a One Hour Introductory Video Lesson!

Currently there is a HUGE Demand for Gunsmiths! Millions of guns
need PROFESSIONAL cleaning, maintenance, customizing, and repair. AGI will
quickly train you to become a gunsmith and help you make money fast! Gunsmithing
is a recession-proof business. Even in tough times, people spend money to get their
guns repaired or professionally cleaned. It’s a lot cheaper than buying a new one and
they still want and need them for hunting and self defense. You can even work
part-time right from your home. You don’t have to wait to start gunsmithing, and it
only takes a relatively small investment to get started! As soon as you begin
watching AGI video courses you will be able to start making repairs.
Study at home through our VIRTUAL GUNSMITHING CAMPUS™
and start making money in as little as 90 days - GUARANTEED!
Your one time investment in AGI's course could provide you with
a lifetime of income, opportunity and FUN!

FORLEESESON!
E

Learn how your life can be changed like Robert
VI D E
Briskey’s . . . “Within one short year I opened up my
own firearms repair and custom refinishing shop. My
business is exceeding my dreams. The freedom I enjoy
being self-employed is priceless. Without the opportunity
that AGI’s course offered, my dream would be just that, a
dream.” Robert T. Briskey, Battle Hen Armory
To get your FREE VIDEO and information package go to:

www.AmericanGunsmith.com
or call

1-800-797-0867enter/mention Offer Code #HB27

AGI
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Contributor John Cole is a GCA Member, pro course student, and shared a story
about his wonderful wife at the San Antonio GCA regional meeting and wrote
it up for us . . . we asked, does she know about this? He said she was good with
it . . . he is happily married, and the proprietor of a gunsmith business.
I met my wife on New Year’s Eve in Honolulu while I was still in the Navy,
stationed in Pearl Harbor back in 1989. It was love at first sight. In the two
years before we married, the topic of guns never came up. Though I handled
firearms and weapons on a daily basis on the ship, it just never came up on
our dates. Back then I had no firearms of my own as I sold them all before
joining the Navy.
So skip forward a couple years . . . I finished my enlistment and we moved
back to my home state of Texas - with her kicking and screaming because she
wanted us to live in her home state of California. We eventually bought 20
acres of land out in the country. Being a city girl it drove her crazy with all the
critters, bugs, and ragweed, but me? I was in heaven!
My new job in the 3D Printing business had me traveling all the time and I
was quickly racking up frequent flier miles. One day a co-worker needed to
fly home to Boston for family issues and didn't have the money for the airfare,
so we bartered a couple of his old .22 revolvers for my frequent flyer miles.
For the first time in our marriage the topic of firearms came up when I got
home and proudly showed her the two guns I basically got for free.

That’s when all hell broke loose! I discovered I married a left-wing anti-gun
fanatic: "You give those back to him RIGHT NOW! because those are NOT
coming into this house!" Her exact words are not to be repeated in polite
company. I fired back that I grew up with guns, regretted ever selling mine
before joining the Navy, and I planned to have even more than this one day.
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"Oh, no you won't! Guns are evil, they only kill, they should all be outlawed.”
The typical rhetoric continued for 30 minutes or more, so I waited for her to
finish and said, "Then if you won't let me keep them in the house I'll keep
them in the barn". More salty language I can't repeat…"I don't even want them
on this property! I want them gone-gone-gone!!!!!!!”
By now I'm furious and knowing she was not going to budge nor was I, I said
"Fine, we will both get our wish" and I walked to the edge of the big pond
and threw them as far as I could. Kerplunk in the water they went.
She was still screaming about they were still "ON THE PROPERTY!" so I had
to walk away for awhile to cool off. 200 yards away I could still hear her
yelling at me so I just kept walking. If I wasn't so madly in love with her I
would have been heading straight to a divorce lawyer.
Later that evening we both cooled down, made up, and life got back to
normal (sort of). Maybe a week later, she saw a cottonmouth snake in the
dog run behind the house and came in screaming for me to get rid of it before
it bit the dog, so I'm chasing it around with a shovel yelling "If I had a frig'n
gun I'd have shot it by now!"
She still stood her ground on no firearms but to my surprise one day I came
home from work and there was a BB gun on my desk. "Now you have a gun!"
she said.
Are you kidding me? I qualified Expert Pistol and Rifle in the Navy, I was
assigned to NSIC anti-terrorism group, I was duty gunners mate on the ship.
I had firearms all my life and she thinks I'm going to settle for a BB gun?

Fine! - I'll show her
It was midsummer and I knew the ponds were chock full of cottonmouths so
that evening with a flashlight in one hand and the BB gun in the other I
walked the shoreline and started taking out snakes. Before long I had several.
I draped them over the limbs of a tree just
out the front door and called to her "Hunny, come see what I found!"
She opened the door and there was a blood
curdling scream and she ran back inside. A
dark evil in me was just loving this payback.
I could hear her screaming at me from behind the door "get rid of those things, you
know how afraid of snakes I am!" (That is a
whole other story) so I went back to the
pond to let her cool off awhile.
When I went back into the house a couple
hours later, she was still screaming to “get
rid of those.” I told her it's all clear now and
I got rid of them, but there are a lot more
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out there and a shotgun would clean 'em out a lot easier because I missed
more than I shot with a BB gun . . . trying to plant the seed now.
"Well, you don't need a shotgun because obviously you can kill them with a
BB gun - it just takes longer right?" The argument of a REAL firearm was
gaining a little ground but still not a win just yet.
So about two or three weeks after I sent the RG14 and the Heritage Arms .22
to a watery grave, I got the idea of fishing them out with a big magnet on a
rope. She was off shopping that afternoon so I went "firearm fishing" and after
an hour or so I had them both back out on dry land. I took them out to the
barn and got them soaking in engine oil right as she pulled in. "Whatcha got
there, hun?"
“Nothing, just a bucket of oil from when I changed the oil in the truck.”
Later that afternoon, I got them out and cleaned them up---surprisingly the
oxygen-free muck in the pond bottom kept the rust to a minimum. From then
on they stayed in the barn in my toolbox.
A few weeks go by and I was on the road again, at a customer site in NY state
when I get a call from my wife, very frantic. "There’s a snake in the dog run
again!"
“I'm 2,000 miles away hun, what do you want me to do? Just try to chase it off
or something.”
“I'm not going anywhere near it, what if it strikes at me or the puppies? Do
you still have those guns?”
“They are in the pond, remember?”
“Don't lie - I know you must have fished them out already!” (she
knows me too well) “So where are they so I can kill that *******
thing!”
Now remember, this is a woman who has never even held a gun
before, let alone pull a trigger. The fear and potential danger of a
poisonous snake threatening her babies overcame the hatred for
guns. She was finally understanding a firearm does have a
purpose.
I told her where they were and that they were loaded, I
gave her a quick tutorial over the phone on how to aim
and fire the weapon and do so safely. I told her to call me
back once she scared it off, never dreaming she'd actually
hit it. About 15 minutes later, I get a call, "I killed it! I killed
the snake!"
“Sure, sure, hun, which way did it run off?”
“No really! I aimed for the head, it's still laying there.”
I'm in shock at this point and still in disbelief. "Okay then hun,
use the shovel and chuck it over the fence, I'll be home
12 tomorrow afternoon and get rid of it.” When I got home,

I found the snake. Sure enough there was a nearly perfect bullet placement
right at the base of the head.
Beginners luck or she's a natural - either way she really did shoot that snake.
I congratulated her on her marksmanship and asked where the pistol was. I
checked the chamber and there were only two shots fired. She said she was
pretty sure she hit it on the first shot, but wanted to be sure it was dead as it
was still squirming so she shot again.
"So, can I get a shotgun now?"
“No! but you can keep the .22s.”
After a few more incidences with snakes that she dispatched on her own,
one day out of the blue she says, “I'd like to go to the gun store and look at
something with a little more power, you want to go?” Who are you and what
have you done with my gun-hater wife?!
A Ladysmith 38spl

I wasn't going to
argue so we head
out to the gun shop
and she found a "pretty" gun
she liked (Ladysmith 38spl with
pink grips) and she said "Pick
out something you want while we are
here," I'm stunned.

So I got a Colt Detective 38spl and a Remington Sparta 12GA
they had on sale and that was the beginning of a beautiful
marriage 10 years after we took our original vows.
Over the years I've picked up more and more firearms without any comment
from her, other than a short argument about the price I paid.
Now some 15 years later I've built up a fine firearm collection, the ponds are
cleared of snakes, and now and then I hear "we have too many dang squirrels
and they are pestering the dogs, you need to get out and eradicate some of
them!" “Yes Ma`am! I'll get right to it!”
She is very supportive of me starting the
gunsmith business from home, a complete
180 from where she was 15 years ago.

Contributor John Cole and his
beautiful wife Rebecca - at the
beginning and now.
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By Lenée Landis

I wrote about Bond Arms in issue 22, as the company celebrated their 20th
birthday. I met Garrett and Danielle Martin and daughter Sarah who were
shooting at the Western 3 Gun World Cup in Piru, and spreading the word
about these guns. Fast forward to the first regional Gun Club of America
meeting in San Antonio, and we met Gordon Bond, the president of Bond
Arms who arrived with several firearms and great stories about the challenges
of running a gun company with your name on it. We gained some insight into
how they have become very popular as concealed carry has exploded across
the nation.
Gordon explained to the GCA attendees how this company has grown into an
outfit that is closing in on shipping its 170,000th gun.

The genesis of this company was his brother, Greg, described as being born
with two 6 shooters in his hands. “He went to North Texas State, got an
industrial arts degree. He took a job and fell in love with working with metal.
He had a 5 or 6 year apprenticeship with a master tool and die maker. He
went back to school at Texas Tech where he graduated magna cum laude,
getting a mechanical engineering degree.
He was a good process guy, figured out how to make things run smoother,
and eventually said “I can design a better firearm” and he sat down with his
floppy disk computer and a whole lot of prayer at the dining room table. He
14

sweated tears for about a year and a half, designing this. He didn’t have a
machine shop, equipment, or any tools but would go machine shop to
machine shop to get time on the machines to build his own parts.
“My brother wanted to design and invent. He would be happiest designing
and building, not operating a business. Started getting calls from cowboy
action guys saying ‘I won a world championship with your gun’ . . . we
thought ‘there’s a world championship for a derringer?’ Now, we’ve actually
won the world championship 17 years in a row, men and women.
Why didn’t my brother pick a
1911 or a full size shotgun? No,
he picked the one with the
worst reputation. Basically, they
were known since probably
1856 when they were patented,
as a cheap throw away gun, so
for the first five years we couldn’t give these things away.”
On the safety features
that changed the “worst
reputation” gun into a safe
concealed carry gun
The president of Bond Arms, Gordon Bond
“But people began to realize he
built in some really cool features. I have a patented 1856 Remington original
derringer, serial 391; derringers have been in continuous production by
someone since 1856, been around a long time. One problem was the hammer
lays flat on the firing pin which means the firing pin is pushed into the breech
area which means it touches the primer . . . if you dropped it, and it hit on the
hammer, 50/50 shot it’s going to go off. That’s one reason why it was
considered so dangerous.
My brother through his blood, sweat and tears, and lots of prayer, figured out
how to make the hammer jump back and lock in a half-cocked position, and
patented it. It’s revolutionary for this type of gun. It won’t go forward unless
you actually pull the trigger and fire the gun, but it always jumps back and
locks in the half-cocked position.
The other thing he did, sort of weird and revolutionary, is it’s the first time a
trigger guard was ever put on this type of gun. One of the things in this type
of gun was the locking lever was actually on this side and you had to swing it
180 degrees to open the barrel, load it, close it and then re-flip that lever back
to actually lock that barrel in place. After much discussion, we finally figured
out Mr. Derringer was probably left handed because everything was on the
wrong side of the gun.
Greg designed the gun to where a right handed person could cock it, take it
off safety, open and close with one hand, and then it would lock like a
15

vault. With this little mechanism, this little lever, he spring loaded it, and you
push about a quarter of an inch, and you see the barrel pop up . . . when you
push it back down, it gives and snaps right in place. We have had cowboy
action guys do that literally tens of thousands of times, and we never have
these guns come back for any issues that way, and it locks like a vault, like I
said . . . he made it very user friendly.
We put a bigger grip on it which people fell in love with because it gives you
a lot better hold. He beefed it up, it’s all stainless steel . . . We don’t call it a
derringer anymore, it’s really a double barrel handgun, good weight, 23
ounces, so it’s not a small gun . . . and the big calibers we’re shooting, you
want that extra weight to help with the recoil. Since the bore axis is low,
where with a revolver the bore axis is high and that’s why you get that muzzle
flip, with this gun the bore axis is low so it comes straight back in your hand.
We get emails all the time, ‘wow, this is a work of art, it’s built like a tank.’”
On the economy of changing barrels of different calibers
At this point, he passed around one of the Bond models, saying “One of our
show guns, no holes even drilled for the firing pins, we call it a California
compliant gun.” Yes, the room broke out in laughter.
He demonstrated with an Allen wrench how simple it is to remove a barrel to
exchange it, and explained his brother’s philosophy. “We didn’t grow up with
very much money, we tried to make good use of everything we did.
So, when he designed this gun, what he wanted to do was make a
gun that average Joe could have one frame and any caliber
he wanted to shoot. He wanted to make it simple,
so with an 1/8” Allen wrench and a six
pins, you can switch all the barrels. We
have 36 barrels you can switch out.
What blows people’s mind is we can go
from a 10 mm or a 45-410, down to a
.22 or 22 mag on the same frame.“
Ranging from 2.5″ – 4.25 inch and in over 25 caliber combinations these gun barrels will transform your gun in a matter of seconds.

On Quality
“One of the things we made a commitment to is everything we build, we try
to make with the absolute highest quality we can, and our leather is probably
some of the best leather on the market. The guns are a work of art, tough as
nails, and you can use it. Our policy is if it’s a Bond Arms, we don’t care if
it’s a 4th, 5th, 10th owner, we will fix it. We try to go over and beyond for
customer service. Customer service answers the phone, a real human.”
Challenges to Get There
He mentioned some of the challenges: receiving 1500 miniature parts due to a
material that shrinks smaller than others; figuring out a solution to Tig welding
on stainless steel which required the purchase of a $40,000 laser jeweler’s
machine which turned out great since they recovered that expense in a couple
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weeks; getting a sudden malfunction which they traced to a spring from a
manufacturer who had changed the part but kept the same SKU, so it was
supposed to be the same part but it wasn’t.
Gordon said “Starting a small company, you wear many hats: I logged every
single gun, shot every gun, did the all the administration, advertising, the
receivables and payables, all the quality control, run the guns to the post
office . . . . I shot 40,000 of these things in .45 caliber. You do all these
different things. I would drive over two hours away to our casting place, then
sort and count how many triggers we could get out of the batch, and as they
boxed them up, I was on the phone to our plant manager saying we’ve got 64
hammers, get the guns ready. That was nearly a weekly thing in our smaller
stage.”
He bought his brother out in 2007; he had
told Greg he would never go to work for him
because they had distinct differences in how
to achieve the same goal but would buy him
out if he wanted to sell.
“When I took over the business, we were in a
sales decline. It was summer before a
presidential election year, we were freaking
out. I got on the phone and asked distributors
and dealers ‘what is selling?’, they told me
across the board: small personal protection guns. We came up with the ad of
the girl in the car shooting the guy trying to carjack her. We got Gander
Mountain and Cabelas onboard. Between the ads and the direction we went,
things started taking off. Personal protection situations: the FBI reports most
altercations occur from 0-7 feet, most encounters take 1.5 shots. We’re right
in that category, we’ve got half a shot left, and we started focusing on that.”
For those who like to make a statement with their carry guns, Bond Arms
often makes use of engraving which definitely adds fashion to function. A
prime example is the PT2A, the “protect the 2nd Amendment” gun shown at
the beginning of this article. Bond Arms is just beginning to ship it. It’s got a
4¼” barrel, and is 6¼” overall and is chambered in 45LC/.410 and
.357mag/38Spl.
Gordon overheard I was traveling to the She Never Quit
(SNQ) event and offered one to support the silent auction
helping to raise money for the widows of Navy SEALs. He
would be happy to know the women there knew Bond
Arms firearms and several were owners.
After seeing the PT2A you might become an owner
yourself! If so, you’ll be glad to know that AGI recently
completed an Armorer’s Course featuring Ken Brooks. Take a look at
all the possibilities, check them out at BondArms.com
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My name is Tony Carrier. I am a member of the GCA and an alumni of AGI's
Professional Gunsmithing Courses. On the GCA website “Ask the Pros” I'm
an active member and participant known as "netcarrier." The purpose of me
writing this article is to bring awareness to AGI and GCA members who
haven't heard about AGI's "ZeeMaps." I will briefly explain what it is and how
to become a part of it.
AGI's ZeeMaps is a free offering that provides GCA members, and AGI
alumni and students the ability to seek out and connect with other
members, alumni, and students in the AGI gunsmithing community.
The map shows locations and contact information (and sometimes
additional info) of many members, alumni and students that have posted a
personal "pin" (location marker) on it. The picture on the next page shows
what my actual AGI ZeeMaps pin looks like when you click on it:
For those who are GCA members I have posted a “URL” link at the top of the
GCA website “Ask the Pros” page that will direct you to AGI's ZeeMaps web
page.
Information I recommend and find helpful to include in a ZeeMaps profile
when posting a "pin" are:
• Your name (and/or Business name)
• Location: Address/City/Town/State/Zip
• Contact information: Phone, fax, email, Skype address, etc.
• If you gunsmith full time, part time or are a hobbyist.
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• Educational schools, training and classes you have completed or taken
part in (ie. any AGI courses you are taking and/or have completed, etc.)
• Areas you specialize in or would like to specialize in
• Would you like to be contacted by others?
If so, indicate which contact media you prefer
• The nickname you go by on “Ask the Pros”
• A picture of you, your shop, or anything else you would like to share
As of December 2016, there are 160 AGI ZeeMaps pins posted. I encourage
all fellow GCA members and AGI alumni and students to post their pin on
the AGI's ZeeMaps if you have not done so already.
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What Success Looks Like . . .
By Jed Nadler
AGI pro student, GCA member, gunsmith and business owner
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First Gunsmithing in Valley Park, MO

You guys got good stuff!
After 30 years of working a job I grew tired of, you guys put me into doing
something completely different that I really love. And the update? FIRST
Gunsmithing now has 3 part time employees. Mike is a smith who is mostly
through with the AGI Master course himself. I look for him to buy me out when
I finally retire in about 10 years. Dan is a police department armorer who comes
in to help a couple of times a week. Karen is a temp who takes care of the
bookkeeping and inventory.
I opened September 1, 2015. On the one year anniversary I took in my 389th
gun for repair!
I cannot tell you how happy I am with the education I received from AGI. I had
very little prior smith experience. All that I learned from the Master Gunsmith
course and Gene's additional business advice prepared me very well. Right
down to the repair tags, I was able to set up shop and take off. I refer to the
course disks on a regular basis to refresh what I've grown hazy on. Plus I now
have a considerable collection of Armorer Courses that come in handy too. And
on top of all of that my Gun Club of America SilverPLUS membership gives me
one more video each month and a forum of incredible depth of knowledge.
I appreciated every last bit of help the Master Gunsmith Course brought me. In
particular the FFL package helped me over a hurdle that quite frankly had me
worried. The RK Enterprises package really showed me that you guys really
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meant to help me get ALL THE WAY there. And it did. GCA videos and forum
help me on a continuing basis. Between them and the Armorer's courses I'm
using AGI almost daily. Wait a minute . . . counting the Jack First and Numerich
catalogs, I'm using the course nearly hourly.

Opening the Gunsmith Shop
I looked at cheaper places, more industrial, more off the beaten path. The real
estate agent really encouraged me to look at this one.
The space had been unfinished since the shopping center was built 7 years
before. The landlord, Drury Inns, had finally decided to start filling the center
with tenants. I got a very good deal. There is a very popular barbeque
restaurant that lines people up every lunch and dinner. I get about 6-10 people
through the door daily saying "I was just down there eating and saw your
place. I didn't know you were here!" The location has really paid off.
The landlord and I used the same contractor for the build-out, saving me a lot
of money. I did all the painting, all the layout, some of the purchasing and all
the clean up, saving me more still.
It also didn't hurt that I was here every day making sure every subcontractor got
all their questions answered immediately and all the county inspectors got
business cards and promised special handling for their firearms!!
It has been a
remarkable journey.
I've been smiling real
big for the last 18
months!
PS: Attached is a
copy of our ad from
the Outdoor Guide
magazine in our
area.
(I'm the one in
my trusty AGI
apron, which I
proudly wear
every day.)
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The Gun Club of America is
“The insiders source for reliable
firearms information and training.”
Become a SilverPLUS Member for FREE! *
We believe you will quickly and clearly appreciate the benefits that
membership in the Gun Club of America will give you. That's why we

offer a thirty day, unlimited access, FREE SilverPLUS Trial Membership in the Gun
Club of America! You’ll get access to thousands of hours of firearms information
and instruction immediately along with technical support from Master Gunsmiths.

This is a RISK FREE OFFER - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!

Here's what you will get as a GCA SilverPLUS Member:
GunTech DVD Magazine:
An exciting 2 Hour Firearms
Technical Magazine on DVD Video!
Every month we mail you one of these collectible DVDs. Each issue contains
exclusive information, bench and field evaluations of new and interesting guns,
workbench tips, technical "how-to" tips, gun related product evaluations, tool
reviews and demonstrations, along with clearly presented and detailed projects that
YOU can do.
We interview some of the most interesting people in the firearms industry, take you
on factory and museum tours, provide shooting instruction and tips, and go behind
the scenes at the SHOT Show every year.

PLUS, each and every month we
present a complete disassembly/
reassembly course on a rare, unique,
interesting, or popular firearm. For anyone
in the industry such as an FFL Dealer,
gunsmith, pawn broker, law enforcement
armorer, or serious firearm hobbyist,

this one section
ALONE is worth
the entire monthly
investment in
membership.
GCA Connection and GunTech #112
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The GCA Connection: This is your full color monthly newsletter which includes
columns, articles, and tips by our staff and fellow GCA Members, along with
GunTech's monthly program guide, GCA Specials, discounts offered directly from
manufacturers, and a wealth of other information!
HOT BRASS Magazine: A firearms magazine from the
GCA that contains interesting articles about people
involved with guns!
Industry Discounts: You will receive online coupons
good for thousands of dollars off products and firearms
from various manufacturers. You will also enjoy the 20%
GCA "Members Only" Discount that applies to courses
ordered from the American Gunsmithing Institute.*
*Excludes state certified courses, books, and tools.
Members Only Website: On this website you’ll find a
how-to gunsmithing discussion board, industry news, source directory of gunsmithing
parts, supplies, manufacturers, gunsmithing articles, stories, and more!
Technical Support: Have questions about guns or gunsmithing? Get them answered!
GCA Members receive technical support from Master Gunsmiths by phone and email.
You'll also get complete online access to all past issues of GunTech.
LIVE Meetings/TeleSeminars/Webcasts: Monthly live video webcasts over the
internet. During the shows we have a lot of fun, give away prizes, review products
and tools, answer your questions, offer specials, and more!
*SPECIAL RISK FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIP OFFER: Get 1 FREE issue of GunTech DVD
Magazine and The GCA Connection Newsletter along with FULL ACCESS to the GCA "Members
Only" Website and all the other benefits highlighted above. *There is a one time fee of only
$9.97 to cover the shipping and handling for the free issue. Service will automatically renew every
month thereafter and you will be charged $29.95 each month. There is no commitment, if for any
reason you decide you do not want to continue your GCA membership, simply call us and we will
cancel your membership immediately. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
We have many levels of GCA Membership available to provide you the 'Steps of
Success" necessary to advance your gunsmithing career. Silver, SilverPLUS, Gold,
Platinum, VIP, and Private Memberships are currently offered. Call and speak to a
GCA representative to receive the details of each level to decide which GCA
Membership best suits your needs and requirements.

Join us today!

Call us at 1-800-435-4262 to join or go
to the website below. Mention or enter offer code HB27!
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What Santa Does
the Rest of the Year

Santa Dave and his Candy Cane 22. A gunsmith, and a professional Real Bearded Santa,
this certainly surprises many people!

The Candy Cane rifle started as a joke between myself and another
professional Santa. Bob and I were on the way to a lunch with about 30
other Professional Real Bearded Santas and our Mrs. Claus’. We were looking
over a catalog and spotted the helically fluted barrel. It did not take long
before the idea of painting it like a candy cane came to me.
Bob, a police officer, and I met at a dinner for holiday
charity volunteers. We hit it off immediately and became
fast friends and shooting buddies. I often refer to

him as my “Brother in Claus.”
Santa ideas are constantly bantered about. This runs the gamut from Santa
coffee mugs to Santa clothing items. The latter are made by Mrs. Claus, my
very talented wife Eileen.
The rifle started out as a standard 10/22, a gift from my wife on our first
anniversary. That was 29 years ago. The new barrel was a birthday gift about
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10 years ago. The Candy Cane rifle wears a
Shaw barrel with helical flutes 18” long.
Installation was a snap. Just the 2 bolts at the
front of the receiver. The fit was snug with a
very light coat of anti seize placed in the
mating surfaces.
Two sight systems are in place. Initially it
was set up for iron sights to emulate my
M1A. A dovetail slot is cut into the top front
of the barrel for a front sight. A Lyman 17
was installed in the slot. There are various
sight inserts available for this.

Lyman 66 rear sight requires relief cuts in the stock.

The receiver was drilled and tapped for a Lyman 66 rear aperture sight. The
stock is relieved to clear the rear sight. Multiple sizes of apertures are available
from Brownells. The 66 can be quickly removed and returned to zero.
Internally, the gun is stock. However I fitted the extractor, firing pin and the
trigger per the AGI course. It’s extremely reliable and will feed, fire, and eject
anything from bulk pack lead .22s to top of the line ammo.
A standard Ruger® scope rail mounts to the top of the receiver. This was
topped by Weaver rings and a Tech Force 3x12 air gun scope. The scope was
a gift from my cousin and close friend, Jerry. Air gun scopes are very rugged
and must withstand the double recoil of spring piston air guns. Parallax is
adjustable down to 10 yards.
A factory plastic stock was purchased on ebay to replace the original wood
model. It has numerous modifications for comfort and practical use. Note that
many of these techniques can be used on other stocks.
Inside the forearm the sides and bottom are filled with Acraglas. This is for
weight and strength. To mount the front sling swivel a piece of steel 2”x½”x
¼” is drilled and tapped for Uncle Mikes QD swivel studs. This is embedded
in the epoxy. Use modeling clay to keep epoxy from filling the threaded
hole. Opening the barrel channel and glass
bedding is covered in your AGI courses.
When the channel was opened up for the
heavy barrel the tip of the stock was
very thin. This was both weak
and unsightly.

Notice the wider and straightened
grip as well as the pinky extension.
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The forearm tip
was cut back
slightly and reshaped into
what I call the ‘barracuda mouth.’ This adds some
style and solves the problem.

Forearm tip is given a stylish relief
cut called the barracuda mouth.

Both the forearm and grip are widened with Acraglas gel and a pinky
extension is added to the grip. The extension is simply an oval piece of 3/8”
plywood. Widening these areas is done in stages. One side then the other
and finally the middle of the grip. Shape to fit your hand, as well as a ‘palm
swell’ if it suits you.
To finish off these areas mix more Acraglas gel. Wear a latex glove and dab
your index finger into the gel and then dab the widened sections repeatedly.
You get a stippled look and a solid grip.
An M16 fixed stock trap door butt plate allows access to the hollow stock for
cleaning gear, etc. To cut off the stock’s molded in butt plate, the stock was
secured in a fixture I made for my chop saw. I once had a stock break and fly
across the shop. After that I made an enclosed fixture to hold them securely. I
have a good quality fine tooth blade I use only for stocks. Perhaps I can show
the fixture in another article
To secure the butt plate, wooden blocks about ⅝” thick and 3” long are fitted
inside the opening top and bottom of the stock. These attach with epoxy and
2 screws each. These will attach to the rear ½ of the blocks. Set these at or
below the surface of the stock. Fill the holes and dress them down flush with
the stock. The butt plate screws will drive into the other end.
The butt plate has a recessed area and blocks will be set back to clear. These
vary so measure yours. Refer to the pictures for clarification. Drill the butt
stock for the rear sling swivel stud. This will go into the
lower wood block and be quite rugged. Fit the butt
plate to the stock as you would any other.
Attaching screws are made from two
large pan head sheet metal screws.
Shorten these to about 1 -1½”. Then
sand off the zinc coating and use cold
blue to darken them. Remove the butt
plate then remove the trap door and
its hardware. Next, mask off the inside
area where the door was. Attach a
handle and sand with 600 wet/dry
paper. Clean the surface.
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Here are the recessed wooden blocks. This is where the butt
plate screws will attach. Access through the trap door allows
storage of cleaning gear, ammo and other supplies.
Stock dimensions vary. You’ll need to measure your stock
and fit the butt place accordingly.

Attach the stock to a dowel or other holding device, and spray with Walmart’s
cheap primer. When dry, check for scratches, dings, etc. Repair as needed
and reprime.
Now spray both the stock and butt plate with Dupli-Color spray can truck
bed liner. This leaves a nice pebbly finish and is very rugged. Other brands do
not seem to work as well. I find it will adhere to vinyl type plastic such as the
butt plate we are using. I leave these in my drying cabinet for a couple days.
Your AGI courses show the best way to use spray cans. If you are using this
material and want the tactical black look, you’re done. However if you want
camo or other color, we continue.
The butt plate is finished and ready for reassembly. Prime the stock again to
avoid the black bleeding through. Spray several coats with red and let it dry
thoroughly. The Walmart paint has no solvent resistance, so the final coating
is Brownells Clear Spray Grit. Follow the directions carefully.
The barreled receiver was primed and sprayed white with Walmart cheap
rattle can paint. Red stripes were hand painted by Eileen. Lastly, a coat of
Brownells aluma hyde 2 clear. The sling is a Military current issue used M14
with Uncle Mike’s 1¼” swivels. I like these and use them on many rifles.
Charley’s Surplus usually has them.
On the stock is a black leather lace-on higher comb. Many will mistakenly call
this a cheek piece. I make these to the individual shooter so when the rifle is
shouldered he/she is looking directly at the sight or crosshair. Large scopes
are common today and it’s often difficult to get the correct cheek weld. This
causes scope shadowing, missed shots and ‘cheek slap’ under recoil.
Eileen made the red canvas case. It has a red wool blanket lining and is
embroidered with “Made by Santa” and other Christmas themes.
There was a lot of work in this stock but it was for my personal use. It gets a
ton of attention at the range. It will literally shoot one ragged hole. One
afternoon I was splitting wasps in half.
When asked why I built this? . . .

Because they “used” to laugh and call him names.
Santa Dave Strom,
Trigger Time Gunsmithing.

Contributed by Dave Strom A gunsmith and
Professional Real Bearded Santa
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By Lenée Landis, Hot Brass Editor, WOMA President
Melanie Luttrell hosted our enthusiastic group for the
2nd year at the Lazy J Ranch, for the event called She
Never Quit, which organically grew from the idea of
Marcus Luttrell’s Team Never Quit mission.
Our group, the Women’s Outdoor Media Association
(theWOMA.org) is a non-profit dedicated to promoting
women in the outdoor sports of shooting, hunting,
fishing, and archery. This event is different: the
proceeds raised benefit widows of Navy SEAL
members, the charity selected by Melanie.
This year grew in attendee numbers as well as support
from the gun industry which also increased the number
of topflight
Melanie Luttrell and Lynn Howard
from Salute Targets
women instructors, the
pro shooters who manned the bays. Otis Technology
has been a sponsor of the WOMA from the beginning
and are also committed in their support of anything
to do with veterans. They were on hand for this event,
sponsoring the special appearance by Kim Rhode
who has individually medaled in 6 Olympics, a feat
shared with only one other person.
Glock, Rock Island Armory, F-1 Firearms, Colt, Sig
Sauer, Mossberg, FNH USA, and Smith & Wesson
sent their wares for use in the “Firearm Petting Zoo.”
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Lynn Howard with 6 time Olympian Kim Rhode

Instructors, with their pro
affiliation, included Athena Lee,
Team Armscor; Dianna Muller,
Team Benelli; Lanny Barnes,
Olympian biathlete; Maggie
Reese, Team Colt; Kay Miculek,
Team Smith & Wesson; Lena
Miculek, Team Sig Sauer; and
JoAnna Wilson, FN’s Pro Team
Jozey Begley, who is on the cover of this issue,
JoAnna Wilson, Melanie Luttrell, and Char Westfall
load magazines

along with Cindy Noyes, Glock range
instructor. The world champion awards
among this group is staggering. The
best part for us? You couldn’t find a
group more committed to helping
women shoot properly and well plus
explain the benefits of each gun.
Maggie Reese, JoAnna Wilson, and Dianna Muller

Armscor and Hornady infused the
event with all the ammunition you
could want to shoot which meant a lot,
both in appreciation and in sheer
weight. Salute Targets and Sure Shot
provided the targets and Lanny Barnes
brought more steel.
This event occurred just a few days
before the presidential election. The
contrast between the women here strong, independent, and confident Athena Lee and Heather from Team Armscor
and the agenda of the female candidate who expressed
shooting a Rock Island firearm
praise for Australia’s gun confiscation and declared the
NRA as the enemy was striking. She was talking about US!
For example, Dianna Muller
served as a Tulsa police officer
for 22 years, is now a 3-gun
competitor, and an energetic
supporter of the 2nd
Amendment. Her real world
outlook comes across in many
ways, including advice on how
meeting with the congressional
reps and putting a face to the
Dianna Muller and Kay Miculek
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2016 WOMA Board:
l-r: Robin Dawson, Marsha Petrie Sue, Lanny Barnes, Deb Ferns, Athena Lee, Cindy Noyes, Lenee Landis

2nd Amendment is beneficial. She spearheaded a group called the DC Project prior to the
election, an idea which brought a woman from each of the 50 states to Washington DC to
meet their legislator. The women here were less inspired by feelings than doing
something logical about what they felt.
The goal here, besides enjoying all on offer, was exposure to different possibilities and
improving performance under the tutelage of these professional women. All of these
women are pro self-defense and believe in the finer points of being able to take care of
yourself and not rely on others. Spreading that message through proper training is
paramount.
The last night fashion show focus was concealed carry guns, including all the accoutrement
you could want to utilize for concealment from Prois, Gun Tote’n Mamas, Under Armour,
Girls with Guns, and K Rounds.
We had an additional day this year, and though the weather threatened rain it did so only
once, briefly but seriously, after shooting for the day was finished. In addition to range
time, we explored the ranch and participated in lowlight Airsoft, a hayride, fishing in the
lake at Melanie’s, ate ceviche prepared by ranch manager Adam Metts from the bass and
crappie we caught that afternoon, climbed into the treehouse for some videotaping, had a
concealed carry fashion show, the opportunity to bid on silent auctions, and got to know
women from all backgrounds.
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Dinner!

The food was superb,
Chef Jesus works hard and
remembers us from last year.
Icing on the cake . . . no, really
. . . was Kim Rhode. Kim
arrived on Wednesday while
many women were otherwise
engaged after shooting all
morning. Upon arrival, she happened to be standing there when Chef Jesus and Darlene
asked whether anyone was adept at writing on a cake as they had learned one of the
attendees was having a birthday. Kim was not there five minutes and lost no time
volunteering. She likes pressure! This woman is a tough competitor—Lord willing and the
creek don’t rise, she plans on going to a couple more Olympics, yet is kind and generous
with her time.
Darlene gives us a pickup
ride tour to see enchanted
places on this ranch, and
there are many. It is a 9,000
acre ranch with 14 miles
frontage along the Navasota
River. Hunting is available
here, and it has also been
used for wellness retreats
for the Lone Survivor
Foundation. The hand of
Adam Metts, ranch manager,
and his crew was seen
everywhere—rolled bales in place for shooting bays, cleaning
fish, you name it and Adam will get it done.

We caught ceviche!

Marcus Luttrell arrived one afternoon to greet everyone, and we got the first look at the
new AR he helped design (picture on the back cover). This man truly never quits and is
tireless and gracious in what he does. He doesn’t complain of pain, though he must be in
it, and has a restless energy to get things done as
though in pursuit of things that need to happen to
make this world right. Read Lone Survivor.
Melanie has a heart for families of the fallen,
knowing the toll military service to this country takes.
She illustrated this by bringing Char Westfall to
participate in the event and share her story one
evening. Char was a face of the many affected by the
events when two Chinooks raced to try to rescue the
Operation Red Wings SEALs- Lt. Michael P. Murphy
and Petty Officers 2nd Class Danny Dietz,
Shirley Watral from Altair Training Solutions . . . love her shirt
with a saying by an unknown Marine! It was actually a tongue
in cheek saying—we were pretty spoiled by the ranch and crew.
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Matt Axelson and Marcus Luttrell who were
outnumbered 50-1. Her husband, Chief
Petty Officer and SEAL Jacques Fontan, was
in the helicopter known as Turbine 33 with 8
Army Nightstalkers and 8 SEALS who were
killed when a rocket propelled grenade shot
them out of the sky.
The challenges she faced following the
news were unexpected and many, but
Char is a prime example of She Never
Quit – she did not run or hide or
crumble. To see Char just be Char,
a woman remarried to another
Kay Miculek instructs
wonderful man, to see her experience
Char Westfall - the results
joy, to see her start knocking clays out
are this great smile!
of the sky with Kim Rhode and world
champion Kay Miculek training her, gave an added layer of meaning to the whole
experience.
As Deb Ferns, founder of the WOMA stated “Our goal was always to have a unique event
that would make a significant difference and continue our ongoing message of women
and firearms. We found our home working with Melanie Luttrell and Team Never Quit.”
Too soon it was time to return to the world of traffic
and wall to wall people, leaving the huge, peaceful
ranch. The starry night was reminiscent of a
luminaria, a bag punctuated with holes, candle
flickering inside. Deer were on the move across this
ranch which spreads like a smorgasbord. Beyond the
treeline, moving silent across the ranch were the
exotic animals: axis buck, blackbuck, fallow buck, elk,
addax, oryx, buffalo, aoudad rams, Père David’s deer,
dama gazelle, eland, zebra, gemsbok, scimbok,
white wildebeest, and sable.
Lanny Barnes, Olympian biathlete
Cindy from Glock, also the WOMA’s Treasurer, and I left
late the last night and headed for Houston, she to a Glock Sport Shooting Foundation
match in Azusa, CA and me to welcome back our deployed Marine in North Carolina.
Most everyone else would spend the last night there, and in the morning Deb Ferns,
Marsha Petrie Sue, and Deb’s dog Otis would pile into the motorhome with the flotsam
and jetsam and head off, as the Miculeks would also do. Lanny would haul the steel back
home . . . we all had this universal feeling: it was a job well done for a great cause.

In fact, we have learned since that we will be able to triple our donation from last year,
thanks to all our sponsors and attendees. Planning for the Third Annual She Never Quit
Summit is already in the works, with an expanded slate of activities. For women who want a
pampered experience, firearms style, welcome, and stay tuned!
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The date is set for October 10-13, 2017!

Take your Gunsmithing hobby to
the NEXT level with AGI's
Practical Gunsmithing Course
This course teaches you the insider secrets of master gunsmiths and quickly teaches
you the shortcuts, tips and tricks used by the pros! If you are not ready yet to invest in
the complete AGI Professional
Gunsmithing Course but want to
continue to build your gunsmithing skills
and be able to do dozens of different
repairs, then the PRACTICAL Gunsmithing
Course is the perfect “next step” for you!

You get everything
shown here!

9 hours of instruction from Master
Gunsmith Bob Dunlap which includes:
• How to set up your home workshop . . .
everything from the depth and height of your
workbench to the “must have” hand and
power tools that will save you time and
money getting started.
• How to custom hand grind your own
gunsmithing screwdrivers
• Two simple tricks for removing broken
screws out of metal or wood
• Tricks on how to properly mount a scope
and the “Dollar Bill Test” to use once
you’ve got the scope on
• Proper barrel cleaning to avoid damage
• How to re-tip a broken firing pin
• What NEVER to do when polishing a
chamber
• A simple method to quickly repair loose
handgun grips
• How to replace or install a recoil pad on
your rifle or shotgun
• How to repair a broken stock . . . using the
tips in this lesson just once could save you
hundreds of dollars and pay for the entire
course!
• Various types of firearm locking systems:
rifles, pistols and shotguns
• Proper nomenclature and parts
identification of single action revolver,
double action revolver, shotgun and long
gun; learn to talk "the talk" of a
real Gunsmith
• How to identify a striker or hammer fired
gun and why the difference is important
• How to determine the proper
“length of pull” for your firearms

Your Name Here!

• The differences between American and
European style stocks
• How to tell if you’re stock is “cast-off, cast-on or
neutral” . . . and how this effects recoil
• Why your sight picture may change
depending on your stock’s pitch
• Barrel types, styles, and manufacturing
• Introduction to ballistics and how cartridges
are designed
• A complete discussion of sights and scopes
• Cold-bluing methods
• And much more we don’t have room to list!!!
Plus . . . you get The Complete Hobby
Gunsmithing Reference Book!
This book is crammed full with reference
information including a DVD index,
troubleshooting tips, shop techniques, handy
gunsmith tool blueprints as well as heat treating,
ammunition and decimal charts. A must have!
This book includes:
• Master index for the DVDs
• A 16-page “Troubleshooting Flow Chart”
Identify the malfunction then simply follow
across the chart to learn the probable cause
and appropriate corrective action.
PURE GOLD!
• The exact blueprints for over 13 different
custom gunsmithing tools that YOU can make
• Metric and English ammunition designations
and sizes chart
• Full page of decimal equivalents, a handy
reference for drill and tap sizes.
• Heat-treating chart for hardening metals.
PLUS More!!!

Complete and pass the Practical Gunsmithing Test and
receive a certificate of completion to display in your home
or office. $597.00 plus s/h
Order Today!

Offer Code #HB27

1-800-797-0867

Receive a personalized certificate!
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Contributed by
Robert Dunn

Glock has become a synonym for a pistol. There are not many folks who do not know
what you are talking about when you say Glock! The man/inventor who designed this
pistol is an Austrian gentleman named Gaston Glock. Back in the 1800s calling your
revolver a Colt is like calling your pistol a Glock today. The firearm has become a part of
pop culture and is popular with the military, law
enforcement and civilians. It can be seen and is mentioned on television and movies, and is heard in many
songs written by popular music artists. It is an interesting
story of how this handgun has taken the world by storm.
Gaston Glock

Gaston Glock was born on July 19, 1929 in Vienna,
Austria. Gaston spent a short length of time in the
German military, but did not have very much experience
with firearms when he started his journey to success in the firearms industry. After
graduating from a technical institute, where he learned about mechanical engineering,
he ran a metal shop in a garage next to his house in Deutsch-Wagram.
Mr. Glock started his relationship with the Austrian Military of Defense by
manufacturing bayonets and field knives for the Austrian Army. In 1980, while taking
care of some business with the Ministry of Defense, Gaston learned the Austrian Army
was in search of a replacement pistol for the Walther P-38. Using his contacts at the
Defense Ministry, he was granted the opportunity to bid on the contract for the
replacement pistol!
Not knowing too much about firearms, Gaston went out and bought several pistols,
including a Walther P-38, and meticulously studied their design by disassembling and
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reassembling the guns over and over again. He also devoted a significant amount of
time at the Austrian Patent Office studying countless handgun designs, as well as
reading and studying books about firearm design.
Another smart thing Gaston did was create a dialogue with some of the best firearms
specialists. After gathering all this information and using his personal experience in
manufacturing, Gaston began designing his modern pistol. What he deduced from his
research was his pistol would have to be first and foremost a “safe” handgun and it
would have to take a whole lot of abuse and fire a lot of rounds without any stoppages.
Other considerations included having a high-capacity magazine and a gun easy to
operate and maintain in the field.
Now that Gaston had acquired a good working knowledge of firearms design, he set
out to become a good shooter by taking private lessons and going to classes at the
Police Academy. This way he could make “real world” decisions based on his own
shooting experiences and desires. He began to develop a shooter’s mindset from a
police, military and civilian perspective.
In just one year, while Gaston and his wife raised three children and ran two
businesses, Glock produced a prototype pistol and filed for a patent for his pistol
design in 1981, with the help of a handful of technicians, an expert championship
shooter named Colonel Friederich Dechant, and Siegfried Hubner who is a firearms
specialist and author. Though many folks think the Glock 17 was named because the
magazine holds 17 rounds, it is actually named because that was Glock’s 17th patent.
After another year of design modification and testing, Gaston submitted his pistol to
the Austrian Army for evaluation.
Glock cutaway pistol made by AGI’s Ken Brooks.

There were several things that
set the Glock pistol apart from
the other companies that
submitted pistols for evaluation: the safety features,
magazine capacity, weight of the handgun, only having
34 parts, and the use of polymer for the frame.
During the 1980s, plastics or polymer was becoming
popular in manufacturing, as it was corrosion resistant, very
tough and it was cost effective during the manufacturing
process. Glock had previous experience with the plastic injection molding process
when making handles and sheaths for various military items he manufactured.
The injection molding process combined with using CNC (computer numeric control)
machines would allow Glock to save considerable time and money in manufacturing.
Glock was up against some stiff competition; Heckler and Koch, Sig Sauer, Beretta, 35

Steyr and Fabrique Nationale. When the testing concluded, Glock won the contract for
20,000 pistols and began delivery in 1983. The Austrian military was pleased they were
able to use an Austrian designed pistol and manufacturer as well!
Meanwhile in the United States, the criterion for handgun usage was evolving. In 1986,
the FBI had come to terms with the need to replace their beloved revolvers after a
shootout in Miami ended badly and some agents were killed. Many law enforcement
agencies (LEAs)were coming to the same conclusion that utilizing pistols had many
advantages: high-capacity magazines and the ability to reload faster, combined with
the accuracy, reliability and durability of the new pistol designs made using a Glock pistol very appealing to anyone who used a handgun for work, self defense, or recreation.
Other people made significant contributions towards Glock’s success in America. Karl
Walter was one of those people. Karl was a traveling firearms salesman who came to
the United States from Austria and was very knowledgeable in regard to European
firearms. He used his firearms expertise to sell various models of firearms to many
different LEAs during the 1970s and 80s. During a trip back to Austria in 1984, Karl
and the editor of Soldier of Fortune magazine, Peter Kokalis, paid a visit to the Glock
factory. The two of them were impressed by the Glock 17 pistol. It was on this visit that
Karl started a relationship with Gaston and they formulated a plan to sell guns in
America.
A rave review of the Glock 17 that ran in Soldier of Fortune magazine got the ball rolling
in the United States. The interest had now been sparked with American consumers
and Karl teamed up with an engineer named Wolfgang Riedl, who had been working
with Steyr in Austria. Karl found a location in Smyrna, Georgia to set up shop. Smyrna
was a good location for Glock because it was close to Atlanta, which had an
International airport to utilize for shipping and folks in Georgia like their guns! By 1985,
Glock Inc. was established and a sales plan was intact. It wasn’t too long until orders
were streaming in the door.
To make a long story short, even “bad press” peaked interest for Glock pistols.
After many political confrontations and lawsuits, Glock Inc.
found its way into the hearts of all types of American shooters.
Using creative trade practices with various police departments
and brilliant marketing techniques, Glock rose to the top of the
heap of firearms manufacturers.
The design and function of the Glock pistol is quite interesting!
The Glock pistol employs what they call “Safe Action” to
describe the pistol’s three safety features, all of which are
deactivated when the trigger is pulled when firing and
reactivated upon the release of the trigger. The first safety is
an external trigger safety and consists of a lever found on the
trigger itself. This lever will rotate and act upon the trigger bar
and connector when the finger naturally pulls the trigger. The
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In this view, we can see the firing pin assembly and the extractor plunger and spring.

When the trigger is pulled rearward, the firing pin blocking
safety is turned off.

other two safety features
of the pistol are internal.
One uses a hardened
steel pin to block the
firing pin in the firing pin
channel until the trigger
is pulled. The third safety
(the drop safety) will
only allow the gun to fire if the trigger is pulled straight back as the trigger bar will then
be guided on a safety ramp inside the firearm.
The rifling of the barrel is a right hand polygonal type and its length of twist is 250 mm.
You can always tell if a round has been fired from a Glock because of the unique
elongated imprint of the firing pins impression in the primer of the empty case (unlike
the round indentation from a “traditional” shaped firing pin). The Glock 17 is a
lightweight pistol compared to a steel framed design, as polymer is stronger and 86%
lighter than steel. The gun’s proprietary Tenifer metal treatment (liquid ferritic
nitrocarburizing) insures a tough and hard surface on the slide and barrel that is
resistant to scratching and corrosion.
The trigger pull of the stock gun is about 5.5 lbs, but for law enforcement purposes you
can buy what is called a New York Trigger. This will give you a trigger pull of about 12
lbs. A 15 lb pull can be achieved with a New York plus and New York Plus-Plus
Trigger. These options were implemented as safety features, however, the best
correction for shooting when you don’t want to is not putting your finger on the trigger
until you are ready to shoot something or someone!
The Glock 17 is a durable weapon platform and can even be safely fired underwater
with the addition of special maritime spring cups that fit in the striker assembly, which
allow water to pass by without hindering the forward travel of the firing pin, thus it
won’t slow down the firing pin and cause a misfire. The solid design and lock up of the
pistol allows for the higher pressures of aquatic operation to be possible.
This does not mean you can go scuba diving and shoot at sharks (though it is possible
as an alternative to being eaten alive), it was intended for Special Forces units to safely
fire the weapon after being submerged or close to the surface area. There are several
precautions you must consider before you show your friends how to shoot at fish while
wearing a snorkel in federal waters.
Specifically, a Glock 17 in 9mm chambering is the only “safe” caliber to be shot while
submerged, as other rounds such as 40 S&W and .45 ACP will result in too high a
pressure build-up in the gun. Full metal jacket rounds in 9 mm should be used because
hollow points will expand and cause dangerous pressure levels. There should be no air
present in the pistol for the same reason of high pressure. Keep in mind that sound
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pressure levels are much higher underwater. Just because you can’t hear your
friends yelling at you while in a pool doesn’t mean you won’t suffer hearing loss if you
shoot your Glock without hearing protection because you will!
The Glock is offered in three different frame sizes; full size, compact, and subcompact.
The Glock pistols go up from the G17 to the G18, G19, G20 and so on. The frames
themselves are categorized in "generations." The first frame style is the Gen 1
(1982-1989), then Gen 2 (1989-1997) and so forth. The various pistols have been
chambered in the following calibers: 9mm, .40 S&W, 10mm, .45 ACP, .380, .357 Sig,
and Glock's proprietary cartridge the .45 GAP. The rifling in Glock barrels is polygonal
in all calibers except .45, which is hexagonal.
The Glock pistol is a locked breech gun, meaning the barrel and slide are locked
together for the first little bit of rearward travel when the gun is fired. When the primer
of the cartridge goes off, the force of the burning and expanding gases build up, which
causes the bullet to move forward down the barrel. The slide and barrel move rearward
together for a short distance (about 1/16"), being pushed by the base of the cartridge
case. The Glock utilizes a cam lock system to lock and unlock the barrel from the slide.
As the barrel moves rearward, the barrel's lug strikes the locking block's cam in the
frame, forcing the barrel downward until it unlocks from the slide. The barrel stops and
the slide continues its rearward travel. During this same time period, the recoil spring is
being compressed and tensioned as the slide moves rearward.
During the slide’s rearward travel, the empty cartridge case is extracted by the
extractor and is hit by the ejector and pivoted/ejected out the ejection port. When the
slide returns forward to its locked position, the barrel tries to move up but it can't until
the slide moves past the locking surface of the barrel. Also during the slide's forward
motion, a new cartridge is stripped from the magazine by the face of the slide and is
chambered and ready for the next shot to be fired. The forward motion of the slide is
powered by the energy given to it from the tensioned recoil spring.
When the slide moves past the barrel's locking surface, the barrel can rise. The barrel's
locking lug hits and rides up the cam in the frame and the barrel rises. The lock up of
the gun is the engagement of the barrel against the slide. When the gun is locked up,
the flat of the barrel's locking lug rests on the flat
of the cam of the locking block, thus preventing the barrel from being pushed
down.
Now let's take a look at what some of
the other parts do during the firing
sequence. When your finger pulls the
trigger rearward, it first hits the trigger
safety lever, which pivots the rear of
the lever out of the way, so it won't hit
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Here we can see a good view of the end of the trigger bar
(blue) before it hits the connector (orange).

the frame. Your finger continues to pull the trigger rearward and as it does, the trigger
bar is moved rearward. During the trigger bar's rearward travel, the finger on the
trigger bar disengages the firing pin blocking safety and the connector pushes the
trigger bar off of the drop safety (separating it from the firing pin). The rearward travel
of the trigger bar also compresses the firing pin spring.
When the slide travels forward, the striker is caught on the sear and partially cocks it.
When the trigger is pulled, the striker is pushed rearward to finish cocking it. The
trigger bar is cammed down until the striker tail releases from the sear to fire the gun.
The rearward movement of the trigger bar pulls the firing pin back. When the trigger
bar is cammed down, it loses its grip on the firing pin and the firing pin shoots forward
under the tension of the firing pin spring.
When the trigger is pulled, the trigger bar moves rearward until it hits a stamped sheet
metal piece called the connector. The trigger bar is then cammed down, which
releases the striker/firing pin. The angle of the cam on the connector determines the
weight of the trigger pull. The more vertical the slope of the cam is, the heavier the
trigger pull will be. The connector connects and disconnects the trigger bar so the gun
can be fired. When the slide moves rearward, it pushes the connector inward to release
the trigger bar and allows it to pop up. That is basically how the Glock pistol works.
I can personally attest to the popularity of the Glock pistol gaining interest throughout
the decades in the United States. After reading about the Glock 17 for years, the first
time I saw a Glock in person was while working in the various recording studios in the
Los Angeles area with artists like Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg and Tupac. The Glock had
become an icon and status symbol for many rap artists. There seemed to always be a
Glock pistol laying on top of the million dollar recording consoles during my workdays,
which I must admit was a bit surreal at the time.
When I transitioned out of the music industry and into the firearms industry, I sold
countless models of Glock pistols to all walks of life in the gun store I worked in. When
I earned my Pistolsmithing certification from the American Gunsmithing Institute, I
rewarded myself by buying my first Glock 17! Since then, I produced a few video
courses on Glock pistols and wrote a textbook about the handgun. It is a gun I enjoy
shooting and is also one of the firearms I rely on for self defense purposes in my home.
It has been said that surrounding yourself with good and intelligent people will enable
you to step up your game. This is something that Gaston Glock has done and it has
worked out very well for him. That
philosophy has been something I
have always abided by and it is my
hope that one day I will be able to
work for Glock Inc. when I move to
Georgia!
The Glock manufacturing
plant in Georgia.
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GCA member Tony Wilson brings history back, and throws a recipe in that you might
be needing! We would love to meet his wife . . .
It was a dark and stormy night----- no that wasn’t the way it was. It was a hot muggy
night in North Texas around 9:00 PM just after dark. My wife interrupted my TV news
to tell me there was another “possum” on the patio eating the cat’s food. At the time
we had 7 cats and cat food was becoming an expense I just didn’t need (24 pounds a
month) so “possums” were not welcome.
My wife has a small problem with a hissing possum watching her hang out clothes on
the line nearest the gully and woods on the east side of the house. She tells me it
makes her nervous, causing her to drop clothes pins she refuses to pick up. She will
not carry my .45 now but if there were snakes there she would have more handguns
than wet clothes.
Many opossums, raccoons, and a few skunks have often used our patio for a free
lunch. Now I know most of us have heard the premise “There ain’t no free lunch” and
no payment has been made for a while. With only a few varmints showing up, the
problem was not critical, until now. Mama possum and all her young-uns were coming
in for supper and daddy was probably not far away.
After the East Texas coal mines closed down in 1939, my cousin and our families lived
in an old abandoned service station near Mineral Wells, Texas. We did not believe the
great depression was ending. The only work the men could find was expanding Fort
Wolters before the war (almost like our government expected war). We ate a lot of
squirrel and dumplings those days. My cousin and I used to look at the bones and try
to guess what type of squirrel they came from. The bones rarely looked like they
came from the kind of squirrels we knew. One Stevens Crack shot using .22 shorts fed
40 two families and a couple of friends very well, as long it was something edible,

and dumplings. I’m sure opossums, raccoons, and possibly a few squirrels and
cottontails were regular guests to the families table.
Now 70 or more years later there is a problem with those same creatures but they are
no longer welcome. They are pests now and are not needed for survival though I
suspect those times will be here again sooner than we expect! Up to 10 yards the
handgun shot shell does a fine job of eliminating pests of all kinds. The shot
cartridges are usually hand loaded using the Speer capsule in .38, .44 and .45
however there are commercial loadings of shot cartridges even for the .45 auto.
Making .45ACP shot loads that will feed reliably is a possibility. Using .308 cases and
some home made dies will work very well however it is labor intensive for an empty
that is sometimes unrecoverable. Also .308 brass was expensive and hard to find
when the .45APC project was in full swing. The .45 capsules are by far the best choice.
Possum alert! My wife
and the cats told me we
had a visitor. I looked for
my .45 Colt loaded with
shot cartridges but it was
nowhere to be found.
There was an MKII Ruger®
.22 lying on the floor just
crying for a chance to
excel. It seemed to jump
into my hand and throw a
round in the chamber. The Virginian Dragoon using the .45 Colt was preferred but it
was hiding from me and my Model 10 Smith was with it. The MKII would have to do.
The possum did not see me coming out the back door. He was working on the large
bowl of cat food, not looking anywhere but towards that free meal. He could have
been hit with a switch and never left that bowl. He didn’t even hear the continuous
warning from my wife to NOT destroy the patio or crack the cement with the
handgun.
It was time to use the MKII and send the possum to the big cat food feast in the sky. It
wasn’t long until the memory of why the shot cartridge with the Virginian Dragoon
and the Smith were preferred. The sights of the MKII were all but invisible in dim light.
The MKII is a natural pointer so using the point and shoot was the only way. Several
shots were fired without destroying the patio or the possum until one lucky shot hit its
mark. It was nearly dark and my wife decided reluctantly the “possum was not
needed for tomorrow’s lunch,” so it was thrown down the creek bank. After morning
coffee my job was to bury the remains but I decided the coyotes deserved to have a
treat. Sure enough the possum was gone in the morning and clearly he was not
playing possum the night before. Soon there were possums joining the free meal
from the creek in the South and the gully on the East. Break out the live traps!
In the last week there have been three possums trapped and disposed of. My cat
food purchases have diminished considerably. Raccoons have temporarily been
eliminated but possums seem to be so prolific that it may take longer. Still, the
coyotes need to be fed so they will not eat as many of my cats, hopefully possums
will help fill the bill. We have lost four to the coyotes in the last three months.
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A coyote trap possibly should be next!

Shot loads used in the .45 Colt were not published at the time the first couple of
boxes were purchased. The capsules were filled with #8 shot (since I had a 25# bag)
and some shot that was cut from some home made 12 gauge shells that were scrap.
These capsules were weighed and recorded. Powder tables were searched until an
AA powder was selected that “looked about right”. After loading six to try in the
Dragoon,I set out to try a few. The first shot, fired just to see if it would shoot, did
very well. It did so well the remaining five were loaded and fired for pattern. The
recoil was heavy in the Dragoon which is a somewhat large pistol. The pattern was
good at about eight large steps (I love precision experiments) with the empty capsule
close to the center of the pattern. The load was found to give very good results so a
full box was loaded and a few extras for a hunting buddy.
I gave a few shot cartridges to my hunting buddy to shoot in his .454 Casull while
snake hunting on his ranch. He didn’t use any for a week or so then he complained
about recoil (in a .454 Casull yet). My friend told me he just wanted to kill the rattlers
not totally destroy them! My Virginian handled them well, I told him, except for one
chamber from which I had to punch out the empty with a rod. Probably due to faulty
manufacturing tolerances in a discontinued firearm? (Yep, must have been.)
I am very careful with my handloads but my thinking was flawed on these loads.
Thinking the loaded capsules were lighter than all bullets mentioned in the reloading
tables most powder charges should be good
if under the listed loads for the nearest bullet
weight but something is probably not
reasonable.
Checking my loads to be sure measurements
were accurate seemed the thing to do--did a
fast check on one of those electronic scales
that was a gift from a friend who was tired of
it. I discovered shot and powder measurements were off with varied results. Finding
out the electronic wonder had to be calibrated before each use with a standard,
which my friend had lost, made me realize that caution in my reloading is still a
necessity even with very light projectile weights. The loads were safe but still very
heavy. Naturally the loads would dispatch possums very well and were deemed safe
in the Dragoon but the loads were reduced to assure the recoil was a little more
reasonable. My friend had never fired anything more powerful than .45 Colt in the
Casull. That’s a pure shame!
The raccoons have not paid us a visit in a year or so, thankfully, for a raccoon will show
much more intelligence than an opossum. An opossum will just show up for a free
meal where a raccoon will open every container looking for food. I keep my cat food
in a refrigerator on the patio. A raccoon will probably learn how to open the door, get
his own food, then close the door afterward.
Coyotes are another problem for they have been eating my cats, which can help with
over population but I can handle that problem without help. My .243 does a
remarkable job on coyotes at long distance. Most coyotes here are nocturnal and the
.243 does not have a night scope. A live trap seems to be the way to go for, at least,
some control. A live trap is under construction at this time. The trap door is giving
some problems but should be in place this winter.
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Well enough of this rambling and hopefully it will
make you think enough to skip any of the errors
in reloading I have made. Please enjoy the fruits
of your hunting-- maybe I can help with our
recipe for roast Opossum. I know most of you will
be able to use it if you have a colony of opossums, enjoy. However one line of the recipe
states that the head and tail may be removed if
desired.
Now think about that for a minute. Visualize a
table set for a Sunday dinner with roast
opossum with an apple in its toothy mouth and a
long tail laying over the serving platter edge.
That would kill my appetite right now especially
with the pan gravy. Maybe in the 1930s that was
not all that bad.
Good hunting!

Roast Opossum
By: Tony Wilson’s wife
The opossum is a very fat animal with a peculiarly flavored meat.
To dress, immerse in very hot water (not boiling) for 1 minute. Remove
and use a dull knife to scrape off hair so that skin is not cut. Slit from
bottom of throat to the hind legs and remove entrails. Remove head
and tail if desired. Wash thoroughly inside and out with hot water.
Cover with cold water to which has been added 1 cup of salt and let
stand overnight. Drain off the salted water and rinse with clean boiling
water.
Stuffing:
• 1 large onion minced
• 1 sweet red pepper, chopped
• 1 tablespoon fat
• Dash Worcestershire sauce

•
•
•
•

Opossum liver, chopped
1 hard cooked egg, chopped
1 cup bread crumbs
Salt

Brown the onion in fat. Add liver and cook until liver is tender. Add bread
crumbs, pepper, Worcestershire sauce, egg, salt and water to moisten.
Stuff opossum and place in roaster; add 2 tablespoons water and
roast in a moderate oven. Baste every 15 minutes with drippings. Skim
fat from pan gravy; serve gravy separately, with baked yams or sweet
potatoes for 10.

Share YOUR favorite recipe with your fellow GCA Members!
Email recipes to: Lenee@gunclubofamerica.com
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My
AGI
Story
By Donald Barrow
Photos by
Alejandro (Alex) Solis
I spoke with GCA Member
and AGI Professional
Gunsmithing course student
Donald Barrow in San Antonio at the Regional GCA meeting and was inspired.
He is humble, funny, and good natured, the kind of guy who has always worked.
He is 45 years old, but looks 25. He worked in the oil refineries all his life,
spending 17 years at one place and 8-9 at another. He hurt his back from the
cumulative effect, and was confined to bed for almost three years.
He lay there wondering what he could do. And what he did was he made his own
luck, fought his way back to gain a new skill, received an Outstanding Student
Award for Industrial Machining-Applied Technology, a letter informing him he
was in the top 100 of 10,000 students, started a student group/association in the
field, and gained new found hope for the future—with a little help from his friends.
We asked him to share his story. -- Lenée
While recuperating from my second back surgery and spending almost three
years in a bed, I came to the conclusion I needed to find something I was
capable of doing for a livelihood for a couple of reasons: to be able to get off
of disability and find self-worth again. I began to think of what I could do
with my current situation and disability. I could only stand at most maybe
two hours if I had some sort of assistance, and walk about a 1/4 mile after
21/2 years of physical therapy off and on.
I couldn’t think of anything I wanted to do that still involved working with
my hands and not requiring much exertion or standing more than an hour or
two, sitting for an hour, then lying down, work again for another hour or two
before starting the cycle all over. The only things I have known were
working in the oilfield and refineries most of my life. I had also had jobs as a
kid while in school and didn’t want to be kitchen manager or work in a
restaurant again. Being a bouncer was definitely out of the question though I
had moonlighted doing that for a while. Then one day it hit me as I thought
about what I could do . . . gunsmithing.
That’s it! I loved guns, and they don’t weigh much. If I did it myself or for
someone who only needed help for an hour or two I could do it . . .
44 if I could learn and do it myself, I could work a little while, lay down,

get up and work on it some more on my own time schedule at any time of
the night or day I was able to. My father was a police officer for the Corpus
Christi Police Department for 32 years and I was familiar with guns, or so I
thought, but it was something I would be able to do. Eureka!!
I contacted the American Gunsmithing Institute, received my sample
videos, and watched them. Gene Kelly tells you in them that basically there
are two types of people: those willing to do what it takes and those who
make excuses and never take the chances necessary to become successful. It’s
up to you which one you are going to be, to paraphrase Gene. So I began to
figure out my finances and, at the time living on disability, they were quite
slim. I figured by just paying my medical expenses, purchasing only the bare
necessities to survive, and living on ramen noodles, rice and beans, I could
afford the Master Gunsmithing Course. This would mean no movies, cable,
or God forbid, car trouble or any extra expenses of any type for the next 28
months to afford the program.
Before committing to such an investment, I wanted to make sure AGI was a
legitimate business as I had never heard of them. Luckily for me through
being a new member of the Gun Club of America I knew they would have a
booth at the NRA show in Houston that year. I saved up enough money to
drive four hours which I didn’t know if I was capable of handling at the time
from the pain. I went and spent a couple hours talking to Jack and Lenée
Landis and Chuck Pope and decided they were indeed legitimate and I was
willing to make the financial sacrifice to start my path to becoming a
gunsmith.
After receiving my first couple of DVDs, Bob Dunlap says at the beginning
of each course if you are serious about gunsmithing to look into taking
welding and machine shop at a local community college. One day while
watching local television they had a commercial on for our local college.
They were having registration and advising to come down and talk to
counselors and advisors about affording college if interested in attending. I
decided to go and see if I could talk to an instructor about just looking
around and see if I would even be able to take a class or two in a couple of
semesters-- if I was lucky. At the time I was only able to stand up for two
hours if I leaned on something to help me. The instructor wasn’t there at the
time and an advisor said he just left for lunch so I left as I was in too much
pain to wait. I was driving home when I got a text from the instructor
telling me he had found me in the system and would see me in class Monday
morning.
I wasn’t even expecting to take a class for a couple semesters and now I was
registered without even signing up, with no money to pay for it. I went to
class, told him the situation, and he said he would work with me being
disabled and sent me to talk to financial aid that day. I also talked to a
neighbor who helped me out and loaned me $500 without even asking as I
had grown up with his sons and he had known me most of my life. I was
able to take out subsidized loans the first semester along with a Pell grant
that barely got me through the first semester.
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My first semester was hard--every day I would be soaking wet with sweat
from the pain. I mean drenched -- my jeans would be as wet as if you took
them out of the wash. I would go home and writhe in pain for hours. It
definitely pushed me to the limit I was able to bear some days. I would have
tears, it hurt so much, but I was determined.
With the help of Darrell Holland’s AGI machine course and my college
instructor Randy Glasson, I rose quite quickly to the top of my class. I can’t
say enough about AGI’s Machining course--it definitely gave me an edge
over others, even the students who were there a semester or two before me.
Watching Darrell’s course, you actually feel like you’re doing the machining
yourself and can almost feel the machinery through the television. With my
good grades came more grants and scholarships and constantly talking to the
financial aid person at Del Mar College.
After my second semester, I was awarded Outstanding Student award for
2015. I have helped judge the Skills USA Statewide Tournament for the
state of Texas in machining for high schools to determine who moves on to
Nationals. I also finished taking the machine shop course from AGI. I
earned my Associates in Applied Sciences Degree in Industrial Machining
and am working on my second degree in Millwrighting.
Donald with Randy Glasson

I have had to put a hold on taking the test from AGI but I watch the videos
constantly whenever I get the chance. I have now gone from having no
money or tools to do the gunsmithing to owning my own small lathe and
mill along with most of the tools needed to start as soon as I overcome my
last goal of getting an FFL after I finish school. Where I am staying now it is
impossible to get but I have faith that something through the grace of God
will present itself to overcome that too when the time comes. I can’t thank
all of AGI’s people who have worked with me enough. Jack and Lenée,
Chuck Pope, Gene Kelly, and all the wonderful Ladies that answer the
phones are definitely the best customer service I have dealt with.
Besides Darrell Holland’s instruction, I have gained hands on experience
from Randy Glasson, my machining instructor at Del Mar College in Corpus
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Christi, TX. Randy attended
Del Mar College, graduated
in 1973 and became an
instructor at Del Mar after
working almost 27 years for
Sherwin Alumina and a
couple years at a local
machine shop. Randy has
become more than an
instructor to me as he has
gone out of his way to help
me. He has stayed after
school later than he should
to give me time to finish doing what I needed at times because sometimes I
have to stop from pain and it takes me longer on tests. It’s hard to
concentrate when you are in so much pain you can’t think.
He works with students all the time to make sure they have every
opportunity to complete his course. He sacrifices his spare time and goes out
of his way to help his students if they have trouble or problems.
Most of the Del Mar College machining students are either going to NAS
Corpus Christi which does all helicopter repairs for armed forces or go to
work in local refineries or local machine shops for oilfield work. My other
Instructor is Edward (Eddie) Lopez who instructs CNC classes and works on
the largest 7 axis machine at the base.
I asked around as I saw other student group associations on campus and
learned we didn’t have one. The next thing I knew I started a group for
Industrial Machining and Millwrights— by asking about it, I was handed
papers and forms to fill out, then I signed up members. The group is called
Precision Metal and I am the President for the 2nd year in a row. We did a
couple of bake sales and donated backpacks filled with necessities to a
church that provided them to sick children. This year we had a booth at the
Del Mar College Fall Carnival and we stayed busy and closed an hour early
due to running out of prizes while other groups struggled for tickets or
customers.
-------------------As I said, the man is an inspiration! His Facebook page shows two other facts: his
nickname is appropriate for a gunsmith- it is BamBam. And his philosophy shows
in a quote he chose, which is also evident in his attitude and demeanor: “In spite
of everything, I still believe people are good at heart.” - Anne Frank.
As for future plans? Donald has a semester or two to go. His brother has a
machine shop in Oklahoma, and seems there is no gunsmith in the area . . .
it is a possibility. That seems to epitomize Donald Barrow’s approach to life—
anything is possible!
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